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Faculty get
8800,000
appropriation
by Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
After much lobbying and a fight for
funds, the 110th Legislature
appropriated $800,000 for faculty
salaries for the University of Maine last
week.
Originally, Chancellor Patrick
McCarthy had requested $2.64 million
to raise faculty salaries to the
equivalent of other land grant
universities, but this was chopped to
$800,000 and then there was some
question about whether it would pass
in the legislature.
McCarthy will now recommend to
the Board of 'Trustees that the $800,000
be used to supplement the 9 percent
salary increase the faculty will receive
in their new contract.
This will amount to an extra 2.8
percent, but the administration has not
yet determined how the money will be
distributed. The 9 percent raise will be
across the board.
If the Associated Faculties of the
University of Maine had received the
original $2.6 million request, it would
have meant an additional increase of
9.2 percent, which would have
increased the professors' salaries from
45th to 38th in the country.
Prof. Kenneth P. Hayes, president
of the Orono chapter of AFUM, said
he is happy to see that at least some
appropriations passed but, "The
$800,000 isn't going to carry us very
far. I'm hoping the Board of 'Trustees
will seek at least the other $1.8 million
to bring us up to a minimum level."
Hayes said he thought the lobbying
done by professors and students had a
positive effect on the final decision of
the appropiation committee, but that
everyone must keep pushing in order to
bring salaries up to a competitive level.
State Rep. Michael Pearson of Old
Town, chairman of the appropriations
committee, said that without letters
Isee " A ppropriations," page 2)
Falklands crisis could affect UMO research
by Marshall Murphy
Staff Writer
While the Falkland Island crisis may
seem a bit too far away from Maine to
warrant any serious worry, research
work that is being carried out by two
departments at the University of Maine
could be directly affected by an
escalation of the differences between
Argentina and Great Britain.
Currently research is being done on
Antartica by professors in the
geological sciences and the zoology
departments. Antartica is south of
South America, yet still close to the
Falkland Islands.
John Dearborn, professor of
zoology at UMO, heads research
efforts underway on the Antartica
peninsula which juts out closely to
South America and the Falkland
Islands. "My research team is
currently studying marine zoology,
specifically bottom feeding animals or
echinoderms, such as sea starfish,
brittle starfish, and sea urchins,"
Dearborn said.
Dearborn said they are studying the
feeding habits and reproductive cycles
of these echinoderms. He added that
his research includes the use of an
underwater camera.
"Our biggest problem right now is
one of logistics," Dearborn said.
" he research vessel Here and our
supply station get their supplies from
Argentine bases. The research vessel
and the supplies which are funded by
the National Science Foundation
cannot be received in Argentine ports
because of the crisis."
Instead. Dearborn said, the research
vessel was diverted to Chile where
supplies can be received and UMO
researchers can be transported back to
Maine. However, transportation plans
through Argentina and equipment for
the research efforts that are in
Argentina have been lost.
Dearborn feels that if the conflict
continues, and logistics become even
more of a problem the United States
may have to supply the research bases
in Antartica, and will need people to
monitor the shipments of supplies.
"We have another research effort
slated to start in either January or
February of 1983 and hopefully the
crisis will have cooled by then or we
may have problems with that research
effort, too," Dearborn said.
Dearborn said that UMO is not the
only university conducting research
studies in Antartica. " There are
research teams front the University of
North Carolina at Wilmington, the
University of California at Los Angeles
and the State University of New York
at Binghampton.
"There are anywhere from 15 to 20
universities doing field work on the
Antartica peninsula that could be
affected by this crisis," Dearborn said.
These programs are funded by the
Division of Polar Programs within the
National Science Foundation.
Dearborn said that the conflict
between Argentina and Great Britain
could have long term effects on the
Antartica Treaty. This was a treaty
that was signed by 12 states, originally
including Argentina and Great Britain,
that designated the continent of
Antartica as an area for scientific
exploration only. Military presence is
forbidden except as support for the
scientific research going on there.
"The outcome of this conflict could
have an effect on the treaty as we know
it," Dearborn said.
Thomas Kellogg, assistant professor
of geological sciences at UMO is
currently doing research in the Ross
Sea section of Antartica. Although
this is considerably farther away from
the Falklands than the Antartica
peninsula, Kellogg does not rule out
any problems that could develop with
the crisis.
Kellogg, who is studying marine
sediments and the role they play in
determining glacial history said,
"Many countries nave made claims on
Antartica including Argentina and
Great Britain and that is where the idea
of a treaty came into being. With the
Antartic treaty the hope was to set all
territorial claims aside for the duration
of the treaty."
Davida Kellogg, assistant research
professor for quaternary and
geological sciences at UMO echoed
Dearborn's definition of the treaty.
"The treaty turns over Antartica to
scientific exploration, with the military
there for logistical support only, and
the total forbiddance of military
installations," Kellogg said.
Thomas Kellogg said, "With two of
the treaty signatories at odds, this
situation may make the future
agreements in Antartica much harder
to write."
Kellogg said problems concerning
natural resource development have
already arisen. "Exploration for
possible oil and mineral discoveries is
already being discussed by some of the
treaty signers," Kellogg said.
Kellogg likens the United States role
in Antartica to that of a watchdog. "1
think the United States has political
views in mind with Antartica, but
justifies it by having scientific research
stations there," he said.
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Student letters protest financial aid cuts
by Mary Ellen Matav a
Staff Writer
Members of Maine's congressional
delegation have received many letters
from students, parents and other
concerned citizens concerning
President Reagan's proposed cuts in
student financial aid, and the senators
and representatives are against further
cuts in financial aid.
"We've gotten an awful lot of
response on the issue," said Robert
Tyrer, press secretary to Sen. William
Cohen. He said Cohen has received
between 500 and 600 letters from
students and parents indicating their
views. "It's been a vigorous
expression of concern," Tyrer said.
He said Cohen's office receives
different kinds of letters from
constituents, from mimeographed post
cards to hand written letters. "We
have a tendency to pay more attention
to a letter that someone has taken the
time to sit down and hand write to us,"
Tyrer said.
Tyrer said Cohen feels enough cuts
have been made in student aid already.
"He feels we need to look elsewhere to
cut the budget," he said.
Congresswoman Olympia Snow:e's
press secretary. Tad Boggs, said Snowe
has received about 600 letters
Appropriations
still needed
(continued from page I)
from professors, it would have been
difficult to pass the appropriation.
Pearson, who graduated from UMO
in 1968, said it also helped to have
someone connected at least in some
was with the unisersits on the
appropriations committee in order to
push for the funds.
He said he hopes the faculty request
more money at the next appropriations
session. "I hope they push for more
funds," he said, "and I think they'll
get additional funds as part of then
collectise bargaining agreement. At
least, I think they should. UMO is
pretty low on the totem pole compared
with other institutions of the same
concerning student aid cuts. "That's a
healthy number for any issue," he
said. She has also received about 20
phone calls and between 25 and 30
people have visited Snowe's
Washington office to express their
views on the issue.
Boggs said, "She does not endorse
the administration's original budget
proposal." Snowe would like to see a
compromise reached so the cuts in
student aid are not so deep, he said.
Congressman David Emery's press
secretary, James Middleton, said
Emery has also received many letters
on the student aid issue. "We have
received at least 700, and perhaps
1,000," Middleton said.
He said most of the letters have said
not to cut student aid anymore.
"The effect of these letters has been
to solidify his (Emery's) commitment
to oppose any more cuts," he said.
"He does not support further cuts in
education, and is on record for
sponsoring resolutions to prevent cuts
from going through," he said.
Sen. George Mitchell's Eastern
Maine representative Clyde
MacDonald said Mitchell has received
many letters against student aid
reduction. "We've received a stack of
Council of Colleges
support nuclear freeze
by Mary Quinn
Staff Writer
'The Council of Colleges has
unanimously passed a resolution
supporting a mutual freeze on the
"...testing, product ion and
deptoyment of nuclear weapons..."
Stewart Doty, chairman of the
Council, said.
V.K. Balakrishnan, a mathematics
professor, presented the resolution.
He is the alternate for S.J. Farlow,
associate professor of mathematics.
The resolution begins, "Whereas the
Soviet Union and the United States
between them currently possess 50,000
or so nuclear weapons and are in the
process of building 20.000 more
nuclear warheads before the end of the
century." and proceeds explaining the
danger of nuclear weapons in respect
to "human cis ilization and the planet
earth".
The purpose of the endorsed
resolution is for "...the Congress of
the United States to take immediate
action by calling upon both the United
States and the Sosiet Union to institute
a mutual freeze...".
From those who received copies of
the resolution, President Reagan.
Governor Brennan, Senator Bill
Cohen, Senator George Mitchell.
Representative David Emery and
Representati,
 
Otvrtpia Snowe. only
Sen. Cohen and Rep. Emery responded
to Doty.
Cohen shared the "...desire to halt
the nuclear arms race..." but explained
that "History has proven that the
Soviets respond to our arms control
initiatives only when we are negotiating
from a position of strength. If we are
frozen into a position of inferiority as
the Hatfield-Kennedy resolution would
do, the Soviets will have no incentive to
work for the kinds of arms reductions
which are needed."
For this reason. Cohen wrote that he
has joined "...as a primary sponsor of
a resolution initiated by Senators
Henry Jackson (D-Wash.) and John
Warner (R-Va.) expressing the sense of
the Congre that the United States
should engage in substantial,
equitable, and verifiable reductions of
their nuclear weapons. This resolution
has been co-sponsored by 58 members
of the Senate and endorsed by
President Reagan."
This approach differs with the
Hatfield-Kennedy approach "...in that
it calls for U.S. negotiatiors to work on
a sustained effort to reach agreement
with the Soviets on a long-term mutual
and verifiable nuclear forces freeze at
equal and sharply reduced levels of
forces. Our ultimate goal is the
reduction of the world's nuclear
weapons to the level of zero."
letters on this issue, especially from
UMO students," MacDonald said.
"Senator Mitchell will vote against
all cuts in student aid," MacDonald
said. "He had this stand before he
received the letters."
CAMPUS
CRIER
Summer sublet: Room in Apt.
Full privileges. Rent May 16-
Aug. 30 - $195. Mill St., Orono.
Doug - 866-7959.
Orono - 4 room apartment.
Excellent location. $295/month
includes heat, hot water, nice
yard and some furniture. Call
after 5:00. 866-3248.
Found In University Park:
Male black cat, white nose and
paws. Call the Maine Humane
Society at 942-8902.
Apartment available May: -
eternity. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
carpeting, dishwasher, porch.
mile from campus. Asking $275
or best offer. Call 866-4884.
For Rent - spacious brand new
apartment at 33 Mill St. Close to
Pats and Barstans. w/w
carpeting, furnished, opening
skylights. All utensils and
appliances included.
S200/month. Must see. 866-
7982. Ask for Sam.
Summer: Furnished private
rooms from $20 per week. Quiet,
mature, nonsmokers only. 866-
Don't Despair! 8MS T This sum-
mer, Mon. & Thurs. 7 - 9:30 pm.
Call: Bill Phillips, 945-9897.
Summer Sublet: Room in house,
full privileges. Rent May 16-
Aug. 24 $200. Mill St. Orono,
Roger 866-3720
Orono. in town. Brand new I
bedroom apartment. Available
now. Call after 500. 866-2518.
Summer '82 Summer '82 Summer '82M Campus
 
Work Study Positions!
Ire ou one of the fortunate students to recei‘e
summer work study? If so, we want to talk with
Who-The Admissions Department (581-7568)
Where - Alumni Hall
Positions- Two openings
Type of work - Clerical and Campus tour guide!
June,Jul'., August, full time and/or part time will
be considered - We need help!!
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News analysis
Black culture at university is minimal
b) Russell Ntuise
Staff Writer
From the moment a student first
thinks of going to the University of
Maine at Orono, to the moment he
actually does, he is aware of the score.
The student is aware of how much
money it will cost and how much he
will have to earn to pay for his
education. The student also knows
what social life the school will offer.
For many, the university is the ideal
environment in which to earn a college
degree, but for some. UMO lacks the
perfect cultural balance.
The cultural balance that the student
does find is as simple as black and
white. The white numbering 10,210
and the black a mere 19. The problem
is not unique to the university,
ho,eser • and the state itself ha, less
than a hue percent population 01 black
persons.
In today's racially conscious society,
it is hard to believe that a major
university could have such a imbalance
of whites to blacks. This is a problem
that concerns the administration at
UMO, but there is no clear solution to
the problem.
Director of the Onward Program,
Gerald Herlihy said, "You need black
people who are in higher leadership
positions for a black student to identify
with in order to persuade them to
attend UMO."
Herlihy feels the university has a
unique problem. The university does
not have a black member in the
admissions office. Therefore, a
potential black student does not have a
black figure to identlfs ,sith " fhey
Senate allocates $18,237
by Robin Stoutamyer
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate
allocated $18,237.10 to five groups at
its meeting last night after a discussion
concerning the amount of money the
senate will have available.
Myron Buck, off-campus senator,
opened the senate meeting by
expressing concern for the amount of
funds that would be available to clubs
and organizations that will receive
funding on a first-come-first-serve
basis next semester.
He said that more clubs will be
requesting more money from the
$300,000 student government budget
and the senate should consider this
when allocating funds to the first clubs
making requests so that all of them will
receive enough to continue their
activities.
He said that about half to a third of
the money allocated to the clubs this
year will be available for them next
year. Buck also made several
suggestions to insure that enough
money will be available, such as
deducting 15 percent from the budgets
of the boards and committees that have
already been allocated funds.
The senate decided to put off Buck's
recommendations until next semester.
'The Senior Council was allocated
SI0,000 which is about half of its total
budget of S20,524.30. Donna
Gregoire, representative for the Senior
Council at the meeting, said that the
council will raise the remainder of its
budget itself.
In other business, the Children's
Center was allocated $3,625. the
Hilltop Craft Center received $2,640,
the Maine Outing Club was allocated
$1,547.10. and the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship was given $425.
G raduat,es!. ,
Ivo 12.i on will
serve from 2PM on
Graduation Day.
427 MAIN ST.,BANGOR
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could get a super education at Maine,
but I want them to understand the
situation," he said.
Herlihy also said, "Having more
blacks would be intellectually and
academically enriching for everyone at
the campus."
The situation at Maine is that the
school is adjusted around a
predominantly white culture. The
school does not offer a black student
courses in black studies or promote
cultural activities which interest
different ethnic and cultural groups.
Athletic Director Harold Westerman
expressed concern that other schools
may offer black studies. He is
concerned about the problem because
almost half of the black students on
campus are athletes.
Westerman asked, "Does a school
like BU or DePaul have courses that
may be geared towards the black
student?" Westerman felt that black
studies may be one of the tools needed
to increase the black enrollment at
Maine.
The cost of having black studies at
Maine in times of major financial cuts
would seem a very remote possibility.
UMO President Paul Silverman
said, "We are trying our best, it's a
matter that concerns me very much."
Silverman summarized by stating it
would take a lot of resources and the
surrounding community would have to
help out.
The problem of attracting a larger
number of blacks to UMO is a difficult
problem to solve. Herlihy said, "it will
not happen unless someone in a high
administrative position decides to hire
blacks in the admissions office "
Dance-concert tonight
by Mary Quinn
Staff Writer
WMEB is sponsoring a fund
raising dance/concert tonight in
the Damn Yankee and will be
featuring Andrea Re and Clouds.
"We are basically doing this
because WMEB is broke. We
have no money," Becky
Richardson, Public Affairs
Director for next year, said.
The concert will begin at 8:00
p.m. and end at 1:00 a.m.
Admission is $2 and everyone is
welcome. There will be people at
the door checking identification
for those desiring to drink. Beer
and wine will be served.
When asked why the event is
occuring on such short police,
Richardson said, "Andrea Re
and Clouds were down in Boston
with their agent doing bookings
in that area. We just found out
that they are available for it."
Richardson also said that the
station has many other benefit
programs lined up for next year
including the annual 'Begger's
Banquet' and concerts of this
sort.
UMO
Darla lit
CO. '82
MAY 6, 7,8,
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
8 P.M.
Tickets: general public $6.00; students
with I.D. $3.50. On sale Memorial Union
Box Office and lobby, May 3 -7 from
9 am - 4 pm For further information,
call 581-2731.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
AT ORONO
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Opinion
Cultural imbalance
The University of Maine offers students a wide and
diversified background in the arts and sciences. It
offers students the chance to meet and make friends
with people with different backgrounds. It gives
them the opportunity to grow and mature into young
adults.
But one thing the university does not offer its
students is the opportunity to meet very many
students with different cultural backgrounds. Only
121 students of a student body of more than 10,000
students are foreign students.
This is a minor problem compared to the ratio of
black students to white students. At UMO, the white
student population numbers 10,210 and the black
students 19. This indicates a serious problem in
recruitment of students with internationally and
racially different backgrounds at the university.
Perhaps the low percentage of blacks is not
surprising in a state with only a five percent black
population.
The athletic department is the only department on
campus which has had any success in recruiting black
students. They have had success because they offer
either a program that the athlete likes or offer the
athlete a scholarship in a sports program.
However the administration has not addressed and
taken action to resolve the problem. This is obvious in
the number of international and black students to the
white student population.
.Some people involved in the recruitment process
think that the problem stems from the lack of a black
or international leader on campus. We do have a
person in charge of recruiting Indian students--Ted
Mitchell, assistant dean of student affairs. Mitchell
has been very successful in recruiting Indians in
programs at UMO.
What we need to do is reach out further, outside
the state of Maine if possible. We also need to build
up our cultural studies, either by adding new courses
or by organizing cultural esents. Getting a leader to
represent each cultural group may be the best answer,
but it is costly.
The students at UMaine need to mix with students
of different cultures to become people who are able
to live with and tolerate people of different races.
They need the true university experience.
K. M.
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Thank you
and good-bye
It's time to move on
since my crowded college
yearbook, unlike that of high
school, will not allow me room to
write my blurbs of experiences
past. I'll now take this
opportunity to do so.
But first, I must say, that the
mission has been accomplished. I
have learned quite a bit about
people in this college community
(Won't Mom and Dad be happy
to hear this after all those out-of-
state tuition bills?)
UMO is a stopping ground
where students refuel the);
minds, mingle with folks unlike
themselves, and progress onward
to realize their goals. It's a
weaning process, in between high
school and the real world. Many
students were not ready to go out
on their own after high school.
Of course, some college seniors
are still not ready and some never
will be. But at least we were
afforded the opportunity.
As I ponder what my next
MOse will be, I hesitate for
moment, turn around and •
back to all the enlighten.. .
experiences.
At this point I'll raise the stein
to dear old Maine and also to:
Whoever placed me at BCC
freshman year, where I decided
to make the best of it and met a
lot of people I'll neser forget. 1
mean that well.
The Campus staff that still
produced regardless of
blackouts, warm days, lap.
Sundays and constant
opposition. I guess we work
better under pressure.
Off-campus parties 5111
Street Block parties. Fratcritito
parties. The old dorm parties
hen you were actually allowed
hase a few dozen kegs - and
cs wonder why the dorms arc-
. looking more and more like
.ist towns.
The guys at Willow Drive -
\1,..hael and Mark, you finally
in the paper.
Weekends, I guess we lised fo;
• But lots of times we put a
lIttle weekend in our week. That
means you too, Laurie.
College Weeks in Bermuda and
Ft. Lauderdale where I learned
how to catch rays and party at the
same time. Life has its rough
spots.
fammy. Sue and Kathy - don't
you ever dare tell. You may have
a lot on me. but I've got the same
on you.
The freshmen who show me
then.
much I've mellowed and
how much more fun I was back
h
The sorority girls who still
talked to me after I had a great
time pledging, then dropped out.
And to the Class of 1982.
hope
its better.reontosomething new - let's
Susan .41/sop is a senior
journalism major from Dux,,ury,
Mass.
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Response
EQUAL TIME
the Slain.. Campus Vrelk.0Inc., le11,1, 10 the editor. Letters should be
briel 13(/0 words y,r lessl and th; lush: a name and telephone number
Names will be talthheld only under speetal circumstances.
"Anonymous" and open letters, although
welcome, will not be published.
the Mom... Campo
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Other reasons for moving off-campus
To the editor:
As a second year student
and, campus resident I read
with interest Marshall
Murphy's article about the
vacancy problem in the dorms.
Ross Moriarty seems to feel
that academic dismissals and,
lack of money are the major
reasons for UMO's
disappointing loss of room
and board funds. Mr.
Donors are thanked for their efforts
To the editor:
We at the Red Cross Blood
Services would like to extend
our sincere thanks to the
University of Maine Fraternity
Board and the Panhellenic
Council on behalf of the
thousands of hospital patients
who will be affected by the 489
units of blood donated at the
Greek Blood Drive held on
April 21, 1982.
Congratulations are also in
order since this years Greek
Mobile exceeded last years
record for the largest single
day blood collection held in
the Northeast Region.
We wish to thank the
hundreds of individuals.
Greek and non-Greek, who
gave of their time to donate
blood to help save the lives of
others. The blood donor is a
special breed of person who
represents only about 5
percent of the eligible donor
population. 'These donors
literally save the lives of the 90
percent of us who will need
blood or a blood product at
some point in our lives.
The success of each blood
drive is determined by those
involved. The brothers and
sisters from UMFB and
Panhell deserve a special
"thank you" for the many
hours they gave in a true
Greek spirit to make this event
a success. Above all we would
like to thank Scot Balentine
from Delta Tau Delta for his
outstanding efforts in
organizing, promoting and
supervising this blood drive.
We are thankful and proud
to be included each year as
part of the annual Greek Week
celebration. Thank you for
this opportunity to express our
sincere gratitude.
Lauren B. Schweikert
Donor Resources
American Red Cross
Blood Services
Moriarty, vacancies on
campus will continue to up in
the next few years and the
major reason is none of the
ones you mentioned. I hope
every CD and RD it pertains to
realize the truth when it is
finally pushed in front of their
blinders. Living on campus
for a majority of students is
not worth the frustration and
hassle of dealing with persons
so closed off in their offices or
wherever that they can not or
will not see the light.
I see myself as only one of
four returning juniors to an
original section of thirty-four.
There will be no seniors next
fall. The rising tide of
evacuating students to off-
campus housing is a direct
result of university policy
enforcement gone haywire.
Why is it eventhough it is a
beautiful Saturday afternoon
and there are no complaints,
music can not be heard outside
of windows in Stewart
Complex: tell me what is the
harm? Some university
policies were obviously created
to have something to fall back
on in cases of excess.
Persons who are supposedly
given the authority to deal
with problems which come up
in campus life. They should
Coverage reflects prejudice and bias attitude towards
To the editor:
The time has come for (he
students of UMO to demand
an unbiased, professional
newspaper which is dedicated
to impartially reporting an
equal cross-section of campus
activities.
Time and time again
the Maine Campus has
slighted various organizations
of the University of Maine at
Orono community because of
irresponsible reporting and/or
selective coverage reflecting
the personal prejudices of the
Campus staff. In the past, I
have tried to attribute such
unprofessional practices as,
altering advertisements and
highly selective coverage, as
being merely inadvertant or
due to some sort of oversight.
However, the prejudices's of
the Campus staff have reached
such a flagrantly intolerable
point that they can no longer
be so justified! The Campus
has adopted a running policy
which can only be
characterized as anti-Greek.
Earlier this semester, the
Campus staff chose to
sensationalize a solitary hazing
incident, complicating one
fraternity, with bold-faced
front-page headlines, while
virtually neglecting the Alpha
Tau Omega Fight Night. They:
relegated this event which
netted over $3,000 for charity,
and was witnessed by over
1,000 spectators, to a short
one-half column article on the
back page of the Campus.
Editor's note: plus a front
page photo.
The brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon spent countless hours
in preparation for an event to
benefit the United Way. But
instead of recognizing the
brothers for their altruistic
efforts to help out a worthy
cause, the Campus instead
chose to focus on the new
policies designed to eliminate
the drinking problems which
the Campus associates with
the Greek system. But this
past week is the last straw!
Last week, more than 1,000
students involved in the Greek
community, participated in
donating blood, the Greek
Sing, parades and the various
social events and games
involved in Greek Week.
These events were completely
ignored in Monday's edition
of the Maine Campus. Yet the
attendance of about 150 or so
students at a Nuclear
Dissarment Rally received
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bold-faced front-page
headlines, a large two-column
front-page photograph, and
an article spanning the first
two pages!
The question which must
inevitably arise is why an event
involving nearly one percent
of the college population
warrants front-page headlines,
while events involving over 10
times that number of students
did not receive one single word
of mention. Such inexcusable
preferential treatment, which
obviously reflects the
prejudices of a biased Campus
staff, is not only
unprofessional, but is a great
disservice to a Greek system
which empiracally has donated
countless thousands of dollars
to charity organizations and
spends hundreds of hours
yearly in philanthropy and
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also have the ability to
distinguish real problems.
While at the same time not
blowing out of proportion
minor issues.
It's obvious that the
situation is not the same all
over campus. My example is
just a drop in the bucket
compared to the rest of the
slop combined, which has
hastened many of my friends
to leave this campus.
Everyone knows of the
problems Gannett Hall has
had with our past RD
situation. I would think that
the process of picking RD's
and CD's be reviewed. We as
students, are becoming tired
of dealing with such garbage
and we are the people who
support these hallowed halls;
we deserve a better effort.
As the oldest of five kids, I
would not recommend on-
campus life here as it now
stands to my brothers. There
goes another S50,000 Ross. I
guess this blows any chance 1
had at becoming an RA, right
Cathy?
Mark Parent
206 Gannett
Greek events
community service projects.
The selective coverage
which has been so prominent
in the past can no longer be
tolerated. It is high time that
the staff of this so-called
newspaper begin to adopt a
professipnal, unbiased
approach to reporting and
begin to reflect all the
newsworthy events on campus
without interjecting, either
directly or indirectly, their
own personal preferences.
Michael A. Madden
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University employees learning...
The quest for knowledge,
broadening horizons and
enlightenment, amazing aspects one
seeks through education, are all truly
the work and dedication people put
toward a good education. Parents
begin planning and saving for their
child's education as soon as they are
born. Students begin thinking about
and saving toward their education
when they begin their first paper route.
Here at UMO, there are some
university employees very dedicated to
education and learning who participate
in the tuition waiver program. Some
of these employees work toward
degrees on a part time basis that take
years to get, others take courses to
further their education or to satisfy
learning curiousities and others
prepare for a job.
The tuition waiver program was
started July 22, 1969. A
recommendation was presented to the
chancellor and the administrative
council in order to encourage employee
participation in education programs.
From this recommendation it was
voted, "to waive tuition fees for the
maxium of six credits per semester or
'I decided I wanted
a taste of the real
world. After
working my first
minimum wage job,
I realized I needed
some training.'
summer session for courses taken at
any campus by any full-time classified
or professional employee, subject to
conditions established administrat-
ively." This also enabled part-time
employees to take one course or three
credits per semester.
Philip Higgins, staff assistant for
personal service, said there are about
1,525 classified employees and about
1,225 professional employees at UMO.
George Berube, assistant director of
budget and finance, said about 500
employees a semester participate in the
tuition waiver program
After more than seven years of work
toward her degree, Susan Dean. in
charge of parking at the police and
safety department, will be graduating
with her bachelors degree in political
science this May.
‘.1. hen I graduari high
school," said Dean, who is now 29, "I
went to Mary Baldwin College in
Virginia for two years. I was a zoology
major and had aspirations of becoming
a veterinarian. I found that I didn't
really like the field as well as the strict
atmosphere of an all womens school. I
decided I wanted a taste of the real
world. After working my first
minimum wage job, I realized I needed
some training. About that time, I
came to work at UMO and started in
the tuition waiver program."
Dean said she is in a special learning
program for adults called a collective
bank program.
"When I started in my degree
program, I found that many of the
courses that I had taken at Mary
Baldwin would not transfer to UMO,"
Dean said. "Under this program, all
the courses I take at UMO are
transfered back to Mary Baldwin,
where I will receive my degree from in
a couple of weeks. I think it's good
that colleges are getting programs like
this one which are geared for the non-
traditional student."
Dean said she is planning to go to
law school in the fall and has already
been accepted at Washington and Lee
University as well as Franklin Pierce
College.
"I remember when I started, I
thought 1 would never finish.
Sometimes it was frustrating. I think
the tuition waiver program is just
terrific and has really helped me
maintain the right perspective," Dean
said.
Employees in the tuition waiver
program register for classes in the same
way as students and if they are enrolled
in a degree program are assigned an
ads isor.
David Baxter, assistant director of
financial aid, will be receiving his
masters degree after two and a half
years of work.
"I think it is one of the advantages
of working for an institute of higher
learning, being able to take courses. I
think the tuition waiver program is
great. I can relate courses I take to my
work area which is a benefit to the
office and even if I didn't receive
my degree 1 would have benefited,"
Baxter said.
With the high cost of education, 23-
year-old Mark Pelletier, cafeteria
supervisor of Brewer Commons at
BCC, feels that without the tuition
waiver program he could never have
afforded an education.
"In my opinion it's probably the
best benefit next to the insurance. I've
been in the business adminstration
program since 1978. I know it's going
to take me a long time, at least five or
six more years, but for me I like to slow
pace and mixture of work and school,•'
Penner said.
lounger Brother
or Sister into Jazz?
Turn them on to Maine Jazz Camp
For appiic,otions contact['on Nelson
63 Francis Street
%laterville. Mc. 91901
873-0177
Camp dates July I1th - 24th
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Nancy Bligh, a secretary at the steam plant came to work at the universalspartly because she sought to be in an educational environment. She is present'staking a variety of courses.
Pelletier said because the tuition is
provided for by the university he feels
compelled to keep his average at least
at a 3.0.
"I feel lucky to have an opportunity
to get an education and don't want to
goof off," he said. "Thus semester has
been good; I'm taking two classes at
BCC, US History and Sociology. I like
both my professors and have found
them to be really interesting; they seem
to know how to keep your attention. A
real plus this semester is having my
classes during the day. In the past, I've
taken courses mainly at night which is
exhausting. You work all day then you
go to school for sometimes as long as
three hours a night."
Pelletier said taking classes makes
him feel more tied into what is
happening at the college.
"I find being a student helps me to
understand more of the student
concerns which in turn helps me to do
my job better," Pelletier said.
Some employees like Samuel
Garwood, assistant librarian, take
courses to keep them in tune with new
developments occuring in their fields.
"I have taken courses mostly in the
computer science field. It's an
associated interest partly professional
and partly personal. Libraries are
using computers for more and more
things," he said. "For instance, at
Fogler we use computers in
categorizing bibliographic materials
and there is a good chance in the future
we'll computerize the card catalogs."
"I think it's a very worthwhile
program. It's important to have an
active interest in an academic area. 1
think the program benefits both the
university and the individual,"
Garwood said. "I can now solve
programming problems that occur with
our system here at the library and with
the knowledge I've acquired, I will be
in a better position to know the right
decisions to make about installing
future computer equipment in the
library."
Some employees like Ellis Waller,
human development specialist in aging,
take courses just to further their
personal knowledge.
"Since 1977, I've taken at least one
course a semester just to expand upon
my own basic knowledge," Waller
said. "I've taken a few business
courses to help me organize my life a
bit. 1 find taking courses for your own
curiosity creates less pressure for
getting good grades and taking classe,
helps me to keep up with changes both
YEARBOOKS?? 
I The 1981 yearbook will not arrive
I until this summer. The Prism office will I
I dispense the book in September. We
i apologize for the further delay. Any
i graduating senior can have their 1981
yearbook mailed to them free of charge.
I Stop by the office in the basement of I
I Lord, to give us your address.
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...through tuition waiver program
in my professional life and my personal
life."
Waller also coordinates the Senior
Community Service Project which is a
program that provides part time
employment for people over 55 and
also allows them to take some free
courses through the cooperative
extension program of the university.
"The university has a policy that
anybody over 65 can take up to six free
credit hours. Most people from that
generation went to school up until the
twelfth grade and it's great to see them
going back to school," Waller said.
"They have a lot of anxiety because
they've been out of school so long and
wonder if they can keep up. It's
interesting too, this population tends
to take course like human interaction;
things that tend to be very pertinent to
their lives."
Nancy Bligh, secretary at the steam
plant, said, "I've worked at the
university since January of 1981 and
one of the main things that enticed me
to come to work at the university was a
desire to be in an educational
environment. I'm not sure what I want
to do so right now I'm not enrolled in a
degree program. I'm taking a varlety.
of courses to get an idea of what I'd
like to do."
Bligh said sometimes she finds
working full time and taking classes
can be exhausting because she takes her
classes at night.
"I find being a returning student
somewhat of an asset. I've been out in
the world and am serious about
learning where I think some students
tend to get involved in the social lives
and get lost in the shuffle," Bligh said.
'When Igo to classes
I find I'm being
tended to, plus
I get mentally
challenged.'
Susan Dean works it the police and safety department and will be graduating
with a bachelors degree in political science this May. She is in a special learning
program for adults called a collectise bank program.
Text by Sallie Vallely
Photos by Scott Wallace
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The MBA Association and the College
of Business Administration present Speaker
Fran Hartzell
Director of Management Planning
snd Development
Martin Marietta Corporation
Bethesda. Maryland
Time: Wed May 5, 1982 5-7pm
Place: Wells Commons Lounge U VO
Subject: Role of the MBA in the B ciess
Environment. All those interested or invited,
reception to follow
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Dr. Mike Shannon, residential life
coordinator for the BCC complex, is
another employee taking courses out of
interest and to keep in tune with
changes in the world.
"This semester I'm taking a
computer programming course mostly
because computers are the thing of the
future and are being used more and
more in teaching and residential life,"
Shannon said. "I really enjoy taking
classes because in my job, I'm usually
always catering to other people's needs
and when I go to classes I find I'm
being tended to, plus I get mentally
challenged."
Samuel Cansood, an assistant librarian, takes courses to keep in tune with hisfield. He has taken courses mostly in the computer science field.
EVERYONE WELCOME
TONIGHT!
May 5th 8 - 1 pm
welcomes
Andrea Re
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Movie to raise funds
for public television
by Lisa Reece
Staff Writer
To promote and raise funds for
public television the movie production
of Annie will premiere June 17 at the
downtown Bangor Cinema.
The rights to the Annie movie were
given to public stations around the
country by Columbia Pictures Inc.
Last summer, producer of the movie,
Ray Stark, Columbia Picture
president, Frank Frice, and Lawrence
Grossman, president of the Public
Broadcasting System made the
announcement live-via-satellite from
KCET television in Los Angeles.
During the national live broadcast
Stark said that he was hopeful that this
alliance between Columbia and public
television will set an example for the
private sector to support public
television.
"This exciting project is totally in
keeping with President Reagan's
budget policy," he said.
The Maine Public Broadcasting
Newtwork located at UMO had been
working on the project since last
August, when it was announced.
MPBN will host the movie this June,
MPBN Director of Promotion,
Barbara Beers said.
"We held two press conference back
in August, then we waited until two
months ago when KCE TV
announced the location of the movie
theater for us," she said.
After MPBN received the details on
the movie theater it started compiling a
list of area residents to help us promote
attention to MPBN," Beers said.
The premiere program will start at
p.m. and will include an opening
speech by Governor Joseph Brennan.
Ballou will then introduce MPBN
Program Manager, Bernard Rosetti,
who will introduce the movie. The
movie will last two hours, a reception
at the Bangor Auditorium will follow.
The movie is directed by John
Houston, and will star, Albert Finney
as Daddy Warbucks. Ten year-old
Aileen Quinn will play Annie, with a
cast including, Carol Burnett ,
Bernadette Peters, Ann Reinking, Tim
Curry and Geoffrey Holder.
There is a possibility of having an
Annie look-alike contest to be
scheduled about a week before the
show. Beers said. The winner along
with her parents, will be the guest of
MPBN at the Annie movie, she said.
MPBN General Manager, Edward
Winchester, said he was enthused
about the project and thinks it will
generate people's interest in public
television.
"What Columbia pictures is doing
for public broadcasting is a well
appreciated thing," he said.
" The support that we have gotten so
far is tremendous and we haven't
started advertising yet," Beers said.
She also said that the local businesses
are very supportive of this program.
"It is heartening to see all this
support," she said.
The movie theater seats 535 and
Beers hopes the house will be full.
Albert Finnes and Aiken Quinn star in the Annie movie that MPB% will host
this summer. The movie is a gift from Columbia Picture Inc. to help promote
and raise monev for public television stations across the countrv.
and organize the v-siect," she said.
Beers, who is also the coordinator of
the Annie movie, contacted 20 people
consisting of lawyers, bankers and
business people to form an Annie
committee. John Banco. a Bangor
lawyer is the general chairman for the
project.
"I was very pleased with the support
I received from the people I
contacted," Beers said.
The committee met on April 15 and
formed sub committees to do the
publicity, fund raising and coordinate
the premiere, she said.
"Money raised from the premiere
will cover the cost of the project, but it
won't compare to the publicity we
hope to receive for MPBN That is the
most important thing we hope to
accomplish: to bring the public's
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••......1.0.0•••
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Student adjusts to U.S.
by Matt Smith
Staff Writer
Mike Gerakios, 24, from
Sydney, Australia, had to make a
few adjustments in lifestyle when
he came to the United States to
take pulp and paper courses here
at UMO.
Gerakios has lived in Hannibal
Hall for the past two semesters
and he explained some of the
differences between living here
and Australia as a college
student.
Gerakios said the United States
and Australia are very different
in their lifestyles. "Back in
Sydney where there are 4.5
million people living in one city
the atmosphere is more homey
than it is here in the US cities like
Boston and New York. People
are more casual back in Australia
and the pace is faster here in the
big cities," he said.
"The university is very
different here from back in
Australia," Gerakios said.
"Where I went to college in
Sydney there were 20,000
students enrolled and the college
was next to the ocean. The
professors don't give you as
many chances to improve your
grades and a typical course have
examinations that count as much
as 70 or 80 percent of your
grade," he said.
Gerakios said that college IS
not as expensive back in
Australia. "A college year only
costs a few hundred dollars back
in Sydney and that's for your
union fees," he said. "But it's
hard to get into college back
home, you have to have good
grades and prove your worth
having there."
The biggest difference between
here and Australia is the weather,
he said. "I thought long
underwear and sweaters were for
old people. I went home for font -
weeks for semester break
when I came back I had to
bundle up in all those heavy
clothes. The coldest it ever gets
back in Australia is like the
weather is here now in May.
"They don't play crickett here
either," Gerakios said. "I played
two semesters of rugby while I
was here and it's not as popular
as it is back home."
thought long
underwear and sweaters
were for old people"
Uerakios said that he will be
returning to Australia to work
after he finishes the pulp and
paper program in May. "I'll be
going home to work for Albany
International and I may work
part time at getting my MBA in
chemical engineering," said
Gerakios.
Gerakios has a BE in chemical
engineering from the University
of New South Wiles at Sydney,
Australia.
Seniors,
Pick up a
Graduate
Magazine
Then, look
a gift horse
in the mouth.
What better way to discover the variety of services
and activities your alumni association offers? When
you pick up a Graduate, pick up a few facts about us
too. We think you'll like what you learn — from
both of us!
UMO General Alumni Association
I for all seniors at the Textbook Annex I
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World News
British destroyer sinks,
casualties feared
(AP)- An Argentine jet fighter fired
a missile into the British destroyer
HMS Sheffield Tuesday, sending it
down in flames, and there were a
"number of casualties" among the
warship's 280 seamen, the British
Defense Ministry announced.
'The counterblow came as Argentine
rescue crafts continued searching for
survivors from the cruiser General
Belgrano, sunk in the frigid waters of
the South Atlantic on Sunday by a
British submarine. Argentina
announced that at least 680 crewmen
have been rescued, leaving about 360
sailors still missing.
British Defense Ministry spokesman
Ian McDonald said the 3,660-ton
Sheffield was struck by a missile and
caught fire, "which spread out of
control."
British news media said the seven-
year-old Sheffield, one of the most
modern warships in the Royal Navy,
was hit by a missile fired by an
Argentine jet fighter from a distance of
more than 20 miles. The reports said
the Argentine pilot fired two missiles,
one missing and the other scoring a
direct hit on the Sheffield's control
room.
McDonald said the crew abandoned
ship when there was no hope of saving
it and all evacuees were picked up. "It
is feared there have been a number of
casualties, but we have no details of
them yet," he added.
Martial law 
in 
are
reinstated Warsaw, other cities
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Rioting
broke out Tuesday in the Baltic port
city of Szczecin for the second time in
as many days. Authorities reimposed a
night curfew in Warsaw as well as
other martial law measures.
It was not immediately clear in
which other cities the restrictions went
into effect, but the East German news
agency ADN said the curfew was
imposed in Warsaw, Szczecin and
Gdansk.
Disorders in Szczecin, a provincial
capital about 15 miles from the East
German border, were announced in
Parliament by Interior Minister Gen.
Cieslaw Kiszczak in a review of
Monday's clashes between police and
Solidarity union supporters in Warsaw
and at least 13 other cities
Kiszczak said police detained 1,372
people during the rioting, and that at
least 72 police officers were injured in
street battles. The number of civilian
casualties was "still unknown," he
said.
" The most serious incidents took
place in Warsaw where police decided
to disperse aggressive groups," the
army general said. "The incidents
lasted until late night, and similar
excesses were repeated today Tuesday
in Szczecin."
Authorities reimposed curfews on
Warsaw residents which begin at 9
p.m. for youths under 18 and midnight
for adults, the Polish news agency
PAP reported. Both end at 5 a.m.
They also banned meetings of student
clubs, discotheques and all
entertainment, PAP said.
WANTED
Energetic, efficient, and
ambitious people to sell
Advertising for the
Maine Campus next semester.
Salaried Position
Pick up an application at the
Campus office Lord Hall.
Please return applications 13, 3:00pm.
on ‘ted.. Ma,. 4
Intemieus will be held May 4 & May 5
Call Al or Jo at 581-7531
for more information
News Briefs
WASHINGTON (AP) - John
W. Hinckley Jr. was painted
Tuesday as both a calculating
assassin who "waited with a gun
in his pocket, waited to shoot the
president, waited to kill him,"
and as a lonely, isolated man
snared in an inner world of his
own fantasy.
The two portraits of the young
man who admittedly shot
President Reagan and three
others last year were presented to
a jury as it began to try Hinckley
on 13 felony counts, five carrying
a maximum punishment of life in
prison.
(AP)- Former Portland, Maine
Mayor Bruce Taliento, serving a
31/2-year sentence for
embezzlement, has been
transferred to a pre-release center
in Hallowell, authorities said.
Taiiento's transfer from the
Maine Correctional Center in
South Windham was approved
by state penal authorities because
he is not considered "an escape
risk." Assistant Superintendem
James Clemons said 'Tuesday.
ALGIERS, ALGERIA (API-
Foreign Minister Mohamed
Benyahia, who mediated the
release of the U.S. hostages in
Iran, has been killed in a plane
crash en route to Tehran, where
he was headed in an effort to end
the Iran-Iraq war. Iran blamed
Iraqi jets for the crash.
In an official announcement,
the government said Benyahia,
eight other officials, an Algerian
journalist and the crew of four
died when their Grumman G-2
executive jet crashed Monday in
northwest Iran near its borders
with Turkey and Iraq, a
government statement said.
PEKING (API- China slashed
its bloated bureaucracy Tuesday
by reducing the number of vice
premiers from 13 to two and the
number of ministries and
comnussions from 52 to 41.
The massive government re-
shuffle has been predicted for
weeks.
MAKE $12,200
FOR COLLEGE WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO COLLEGE.
Give your local Army Reserve unit a weekend
a month ;Ind a couple of summers during college,
and they'll give you over $12,000 for college. Up to
$4,000 in college aid is routs just for joining most
units Plus over $2.200 tor two summer training
jx•ric xis. And another $6.000 tOr serving a week-
end a month plus two weeks a year. Interested:
Call your local Army Reserve recruiter at
9!12-irY, or
ARMY RESERVE.
BE AU.YOU CAN BE.
Federal Building, Room 241
202 Harlow Street
BANGOR
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Sports
Maine scores another run in what has become a very productive season at the
plate for the women Black Bears. IFerazzi photol
Softball squad to host
Vermont, record at 11-4
by Ken Waltz
Staff Writer
The UMO women's softball team
will try to keep their current winning
streak, eight wins in the last nine
games, alive when they host the
University of Vermont in a
doubleheader today beginning at 1:00
p.m.
The Bears have looked very
impressive this season despite the
cancellation of their first II games.
The team has proceeded in compiling
an 11-4 mark and a first place standing
in the MA1AW standings.
Coach Janet Anderson says her team
has performed very well so far this
season and doesn't see them slowing
down now. "Our fielding and hitting
has been super," she said. "the
pitching has also been very good this
year."
The Black Bear pitching squad.
consisting of freshman Claire Beim
who is 4-1, Nancy Szostak, a
sophomore who is 2-3 and junior
Sherri Denis, who has been unbeatable
at 5-0, have pitched very consistently.
Besides getting very good pitching.
Anderson has seen her teams bats come
alive, as is evident by a doubleheader
against USM when the Bears won 9-0
and 11-1.
Other players who continue to
contribute to the teams success are co-
captains Ethel Macklin, a short stop
from Winslow, Maine and Cathy
Woodhams, a senior, who always
seems to hit the ball hard right at
someone.
The Bears are undefeated in state
and look to finish the season strongly,
and tune themselves up for the
upcoming MAIAW playoffs this
Saturday at Colby College.
Offenberg lifts his way to Mr. Malin L! placing
by hen Vs altz
Staff Writer
Barney Offenberg, a junior physical
education major, pumped and posed
his way to a fifth place showing in the
1982 Mr. Maine Body Building Classic
held at the Lewiston Armory last
Saturday.
This was the second showing for
Offenberg at a Mr. Maine contest, but
the first time around he says he got
"blown away by the competition."
Offenberg, who is 5' 7 tall and
weighs 153 pounds, competed in the
short men's division. Offenberg said
that this was the toughest division
because the best performers in the
other two divisions (the over 35 and
teenage divisions) were placed in and
Celtics look to
wrap up series
with Bullets
(API- The Boston Celtics.
Philadelphia "'hers and San Antonio
Spurs have their opponents on the
ropes in the National Basketball
Association playoffs and can deliver
the knockout blows Wednesday night.
The Celtics. leading Washington 3-1
in their best-of-seven Eastern
Conference semifinal series, can
eliminate the Bullets with another
victory in Game 5 at the Boston
Garden.
The Celtics, defending league
champions are seeking to become the
first team to win two consecutive NBA
titles since they did it last, in the 1967-
68 and 1968-69 seasons, virtually are
unbeatable at home. Their regular -
season record in Boston Garden was
35-6.
But the Bullets have been
surprisingly tough in the playoffs.
"Who knows?" added Kevin Greeve
"Maybe they'll be off again. I hope
they fall asleep and go off form, but 1
don't really think it'll happen."
competed in Ms group he said. "But I never eat red meat "
The competition consists of the Asked what he feels is th, most
following steps: I) You pump up important part of the competition to(expand your muscles). 2) You are pre- work on before a meet. Offenbergjudged while performing several sa.d, "Symmetry is the most important
mandatory poses. The judges will because big leg muscles don't look
compare your muscle symmetry, good if your arms don't look
definition and proportion and 3) proportionate," he said,
Consists of individual poses to music in
front of the judges.
Asked how he got interested in the.
art of body building. Offenberg said,
"I went down to the Mr. Maine
competition a few years ago with a
friend and he competed and placed. I
got very excited about it and decided to
start training."
Offenberg said he trains five times a
week and has been lifting steadily for
the past two and a half years. But, he
is quick to point out that a good diet is
also very important. "I'm a
vegetarian, but still eat fish, egg
whites. dairy products and poultry:
There will be a
mandator:* meeting
for all people
interested in sports
u riling and
photograph for the
fall semester tonight
at 7 p.m.. room 106
Lord Hall.
For further info.
contact Paul Tuke
or ken lialtz
the I/ il‘f, CA HPIS
LINIVEFLSITY
CINEMAS STILLWATER .WE
Mots 76017 OLD TOWN827-3810
TH11 MO ••• A1111 .014
21
t t...1. t.ard•
,nrItidint
OlARIOTS OF FIRE
Dail, 6: 35.19
Offenberg, who is 25 years old, will
compete in the Mr. Vacationland
competition on October second at the
University of Southern Maine. Asked
what his future body building plans
hold for him, he said, "I plan on
working hard until I finally win the
\ lame title."
The Maine Campus
is looking for
energetic, enthusiastic
people to:
— deliver papers
write sports news
and feature stories
sell classified ads
do production work
do cartoons
(strip and editorial)
These are paid positions
available next semester.
If interested please contact
Kathy McLaughlin, in the basement
of Lord Hall. Phone 581-7531.
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Peter Adams: Always a winner
Editor's note.- This is the his freshman year right out of
second in a four part series on the Portland High School. From
graduating seniors on the Maine watching him play, there's no
pasepall team. question that he knows what he's
doing.
by Nancy Storey This year has been hard on theStaff Writer player whom everyone feels has a
shot at turning pro. He broke hisHe's been called the spark plug hand in the pre-season, suffered aof the team. Many people call severe contusion on his arm thr,him the best shortstop in the east, weeks ago and, most recently, h.
And, when he's not injured, hurt his ribs.
Peter Adams has what it takes to But the injuries haven't keptmake a good team great. him from playing. He's missed
"He's the key to the infield," less than three games due to
said Maine Coach John Winkin injuries and has been producing
about Adams. "He's struggled both offensively and defensively.
most of the year with injuries, Batting a hefty .337 in 86 timesbut somehow he still has at bat, Adams has two doubles,managed to come along. You two triples and 25 base hits for 20
can kid him all you want to but runs batted in. Defensively hehe's out there to win and he does has 48 put-outs and 77 infield
everything he can to do so." assists as one part of what
Adams has been the shortstop Winkin feels is the "best double
at Maine for four years, starting play combination around."
The second part ot this combo,
captain Mark Sutton at second
base, says he's, "never seen a
Peter Adams (Storey photo)
shortstop who can do as many
things defensively as Peter does.
He's quick, he has range and he's
got a great arm."
Some people look at the stats,
however, and see that Adams has
always had a lot of errors.
Sutton says this is because Adams
gets to a lot of balls that other
shortstops wouldn't be able to.
And in the double play, Sutton
says, "There's no doubt in my.
mind about where the throw's are
going to be. It's always right
where I want it."
the education major says his
four years at Maine have been a
lot of fun. "It's been an
experience," he says, adding that
the baseball team has been like
family to him. "We've met a lot
of people, been a lot of places
together. it's like we've been a
family for the last four years.
And that's the way it should be."
Run with the
Black Bears
by Phil Hodgkins
Staff Writer
The fourth annual Black Bear Run
will be held Thursday at 7:30 a.m.,
starting and ending at the Mernoria'
Gymnasium. All faculty and studms
are encouraged to run with the studentr
of the Personalized Fitness and Health
class on the three mile trip.
"Bring your friends or enemies.
This is to expose people to running,"
said Professor Walter Abbott. "there
are a lot of people in their four wheel
dris es who should be out running."
The PE 22 class is a :ni,ture of
lecture, and labs, with each student
working out three to four times a week.
"the class is designed to help the
student with cardiovascular fitness and
strength. Each student learns how to
prescribe practices and monitor
programs," Abbott said.
The class is made up of runners of
various skill levels, building up their
stamina and endurance throughout the
semester. All the students are able to
finish at least five miles before the
conclusion of the course.
About students wilt cover the
three mile trek and a crowd of 60
runners is expected to cross the finish
line. " This is the social event of the
year for the class," said Abbott. "This
run also gives the runners r. chance to
get acquainted with nature."
Abbott encourages all to participate
in the run Thursday, so put on the
sweats and lace up the sneakers and
join the PE 22 class on the Black Bear
Run.
Sox win 5-3
BOSTON (AP)- Glenn
Hoffman's two-run single
snapped a 3-3 tie in the third
inning as Boston defeated the
Minnesota Twins 5-3 Tuesday
night.
Boston, which has won 13 or
its last 14 games, fell behind 3-1
in the second. But Bruce Hurst,
I-0, allowed just three hits in the
next five innings. Luis Aponte
worked the last two innings for
his third save.
Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS
AMATEUR
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Budweiser is pleased to
announce this week's
intramural club sport athlete of
the week.
Jennifer Lamb, a senior from
Camden, has been chosen for her
outstanding effort in last
weekend's rugby matches.
Jennifer, a Zoology major,
played exceptionally well leading
her team over Colby College.
The captain is now in her second
year of competition, and is a
valuable contributor to the team.
Congratulations Jennifer this
Bud's for you!
tat65661,4
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CONGRATULATIONS!
The General Alumni Association proudly thanks area merchants , UMO & BCC organizations and
their student representatives and the WELLS COMPLEX residents and staff for their support of the first
National Student Phonathon Program.
These individuals provided the resources necessary for the largest personal contact program to
alumni in the history of our University. 375 students successfully opened communications between the
University of Maine at Orono and over 7200, alumni. In the 18 days of calling 1458 alumni pledged
27,000 dollars to the university through the Annual Alumni Fund of the General Alumni -Association.
In behalf of the University of Maine at Orono and the 63,0000 UMO alumni, Thank you.
.tlerchant
Sponsors
Napoli Pizza of Orono
Time-Out Family Resauront
Barstan's (Mill Street Pub)
M A Clark Florists
Governors Restaurant
Laverdieres Super Drug
Gold Star Cleaners
Goldsmiths Sporting Goods
University Motor Inn
Cutler's 8 Ben Franklin Store
Newco Market
L & A Market
Organization Sponsors
Student American Dental Hygenist Association
Phi Gamma Delta Little Sisters (Pledges)
Hannibal Hamlin Hall Residents
Delta Delta Delta Sorority
Student Alumni Association
ROTC
Chi Omega Sorority
Alpha Phi Omega Sorority
Corbett Hall Residents
Wells Complex Residents
Hancock Hall Residents
Hart Hall Residents
Phi Mu Sorority
Award Winners:
GRAND AWARD
(Individual and organization awards for most dollars raised)
111,11, idual Award: ht place $200 scholarship - Paul Fellows (S360)
2nd placs $100 scholarship - Donna Johnston ($345)
Organization Award. 1st place $250 cash - Hiller' APO ($2,797)
2nd place $150 cash ROTC ($2,450)
ORGANIZATION AWARD
Greatest attendance-must fill all 20 lines for full 3 hours to qualify
Student Alumni Association- 32 attended for 3 hours
I. Framed prints of Fogler Library & Stevens Hall by UMO artist,
each with an engraved recognition plaque.
TOP NI IIBER OF PLEDGES AWARD
I. Individual Award: $50 scholarship Martha Rand (35)
2. Organization Award: $50 cash S Tudent Alumni Association (332
pledges)
A/phi Chi Omega Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
Dunn Hall Residents
UMO Scuba Club
Gamma Sigma Sigma Sorority
Hillel
All Maine Women
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
Sophomore Eagles
Sigma Kappa Sorority
DAILY AWARDS
(Each top caller received a gift certificate from Orono &
Old Town merchants as recognition of their
achievement.)
3-30 Nancy Leighton
Bet hanie Gleason
4-4 Martha Rand
Kim Bryant
4-5 Cathy Tremble
Patty Daigle
4-6 Nancy Rosen
Allen Knapp
4-8 Susan Nering
Donna Johnston
4-12 Diane Dunbar/ Barb Keene
Kim Mayor
4-13 Barb Greenleaf
Tami Ladakakas
4-14 Lauri Gordon/ Bob McDoo
Kim Mawr
4-15 Julie Paradis
Judy McGee
4-18 Greg Galing
Daniel Donovan
4-19 Pam Edwards
Benjamin Bolt
4-20 Susan Brown
Diana Douglas
4-21 Denise Gas
Mark Gilchrist
4-22 Diana Douglas
Tracy Thibeau
4-25 Chris Cashman, Maria Sotera
Adrienne Abromossich
4-26 Jeff Goulstan
Rich Vannozi
4-27 Brenda DON neN
Sharon Peterson
4-28 Dave Gagnon
Don Linscott
4-29 Mary Lyons (numbers)
Paul Fellows (dollars)
University of Maine at Orono
General A lumni A ssoeiai ion
serving
1865 - 1982
